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"M/Y ZIA is a mega
yacht that

actually lives up
to the hype."



Introducing M/Y Zia, a stunning 50-meter motor yacht built by the renowned
shipyard Ortana Navi. This masterpiece of engineering and design is now
available for charter, offering an unparalleled experience on the high seas. With its
sleek lines and luxurious features, M/Y Zia is a true testament to elegance and
sophistication.
Step on board and be greeted by a spacious and opulent interior, meticulously
designed to provide the utmost comfort and style. The yacht boasts multiple
lounges, a formal dining area, and an impressive sky lounge, all adorned with
exquisite furnishings and finishes. Whether you're hosting a lavish event or simply
enjoying a quiet evening with loved ones, M/Y Ziao ffers the perfect setting.
The outdoor spaces are equally impressive, with expansive decks that provide
breathtaking views and ample space for relaxation and entertainment. Lounge on
the sun deck or unwind in the Jacuzzi while enjoying the sea breeze. For the more
adventurous, M/Y Zia offers an array of water toys and tenders, ensuring endless
fun and excitement.
With a dedicated crew of experienced professionals, your every need and desire
will be catered to with utmost care and attention. Indulge in delectable cuisine
prepared by the onboard chef, served in the elegant dining areas or al fresco
under the stars.
M/Y Zia promises an unforgettable charter experience, where luxury and
adventure seamlessly blend. Embark on a journey of a lifetime and create
cherished memories aboard this magnificent vessel.
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Behold the enchanting realm of the lower deck, crafted
with a touch of grace and tranquility. The tapestry of soft
tones weaves a spell of elegance, enveloping all who cross
its threshold. 
Within this realm, two double cabins, adorned with the
finest craftsmanship, offer sanctuary for the weary
traveler. Each cabin bears an exquisite en-suite bathroom
and a dressing area, where one might prepare for the
day's adventures.
But that is not all, for two more double cabins, with a hint
of enchantment, await your gaze. These magical cabins
can be transformed into twin cabins, with a peaceful
office space to soothe the mind. Their en-suite shower-
rooms, adorned with blue mosaic, gleam with a serene
aura, inviting you to unwind in their embrace. Thus, dear
traveler, from the lower deck's enchanting tapestry,
emerge sanctuaries of tranquility and sublime comfort.

LOWER DECK











W A T E R  A C T I V I T I E S



EXHILIRATING

FunAir Sundeck Slide

UNDERWATER TOYS - 2 SEABOBS

SEA SENSATIONS



SPECIFICATIONS
Builder/Type:                Ortona Navi
Built/Refit:                      2008/2020
L.O.A:                                 50.00 m (164' 1")
Beam:                                9.19 m (30' 2")
Draft:                                 2.80 m (9' 2")
Main Engines:                 2 x CAT 3512 B 
Cruising speed:              12 knots
Fuel Consumption:       500 Litres/hour + generators 600 Litres/day

Accommodation: 12 pax/ 6 cabins

Main Deck: Master Suite: Spacious with private corridor and is linked to a study. The master suite has a very large ensuite bathroom with a large jacuzzi in the middle. 
Lower Deck: Two spacious double cabins with ensuite bathrooms and open dressing areas. Two double cabins that can be converted into twin cabins with a small office. Both cabins
have ensuite shower-rooms, with the shower cabins decorated in blue mosaic. 
Upper Deck: One VIP cabin with panoramic view, with ensuite bathroom in blue mosaic.

Crew:   11 (Eleven) 

Tender & Toys:   CASTOLDI 23FT with 265 HP | SEADOO LIMITED 265,WAKE PRO 215(Intelligent Brake & Reverse System) (2) |FunAir Jetski dock (1) | Flyboard (1) | Seabob (2)
Pipe & Accessories (1) | FunAir Sundeck Slide (1) | Stand Up Paddelboards (4) | Inflatable double handed kayaks (1) | Connelly Orbiter 3 Seater (1) | Connelly BIG O Single Seaters (2)
CADET Child Slide ADJ | Connelly Odyssey (Double Skis) (1) | Kneeboard (1) | Inflatable MiniCat (1) | Single Ski Radar P-Six (1) | Connelly Super Sport Kids Skis (1) | Wakeboard (1)
Yoga mats |  Dumbells | Resistance bands | Masks & Fins
Audio Visual Equipment and Deck Facilities:
Sky Lounge 3 Music Zones – Sky Lounge – Bridge Deck AFT – Sun Deck 65 Inch TV Xbox Sonos - ceiling speakers Safes in all cabins LCD TVs and Sky TV with independent decoders for
every cabin Each deck has its own independent music system

Gym equipment:
Yoga mats, Dumbells, Resistance bands





Embrace the Journey, Unleash Your..........World

M/Y ZIA 


